We have recorded intracellularly from neurons at known together in "orientation domains," across which preferred locations in the orientation map in order to estimate the orientation selectivity of both the inputs to, and outputs of, individual V1 neurons. We targeted penetrations to 3 Correspondence: msur@ai.mit.edu
sity, the orientation composition of the local cortical network created by the pinwheel structure of the orientaThe orientation preference map in V1 affords an opportunity to address the role of the local cortical network tion map, influences synaptic integration by V1 neurons. in shaping responses. Orientation columns are arranged in a map with a radial, "pinwheel" configuration (BonResults hoeffer and Grinvald, 1991; Blasdel, 1992). That is, neurons sharing a similar orientation preference are grouped
We have recorded intracellularly from neurons at known together in "orientation domains," across which preferred locations in the orientation map in order to estimate the orientation selectivity of both the inputs to, and outputs of, individual V1 neurons. We targeted penetrations to age minus spontaneous) is extracted. All subsequent analyses were performed on the membrane potential response and spike response by measuring their magnitude as a function of stimulus orientation. Figure 2 shows the responses of a simple cell and a complex cell that are typical of those found far from pinwheel centers, in orientation domains. The simple cell in Figures 2A-2D shows a large depolarization to a narrow range of stimulus orientations and a spike response to a similarly narrow range of orientations. Because simple cell responses follow the luminance modulation of a drifting grating stimulus (Movshon et al., 1978; Skottun et al., 1991) , we have plotted separately the mean response and the temporal modulation of the response with each cycle of the grating ( Figures  2C and 2D ). The membrane potential shows a strong, mostly depolarizing response to each phase of the grating of optimal or near-optimal orientation. The modulations of the membrane potential ride on a small baseline depolarization that is also orientation selective. Stimuli progressively away from the preferred orientation lead to responses that show progressively less modulation and reduced net depolarization. Thus, the tuning curves for both the mean membrane potential and spike responses ( Figure 2C) , and of the temporal modulation of these responses ( Figure 2D ), are narrowly tuned, and responses fall to zero for stimuli orthogonal to the optimal. Figures 2E-2G show the responses of a complex cell, also recorded within an orientation domain. As is typical of complex cells (Skottun et al., 1991) , the cell does not show temporal modulation of its response to baseline depolarization, which is prominent at all stimu- Figure 1 shows an example of our recordings and lus orientations, including those orthogonal to the prethe extraction of parameters used in the subsequent ferred orientation. The mean depolarization to the oranalysis. Figure 1A shows six trials of the raw membrane thogonal orientation is roughly half as large as that to potential during the presentation of a drifting grating of the preferred orientation, and thus the tuning curve of preferred orientation and direction. Figure 1B tial recording at the resting potential (no current injecregion of radius 400 m would provide the majority of tion) provides a reasonable estimate of the net synaptic potential local inputs to a neuron. We examined whether inputs the neuron receives. The example in Figure 6B , the orientation distribution within this "local input reof a complex cell recorded at a pinwheel, is decidedly gion" is related to the selectivity of the synaptic inputs different. At resting potential, the neuron shows a subto a neuron, as estimated by the membrane potential stantial depolarization in the orthogonal condition, simiresponse, at any location in the orientation map. lar to that seen in the cells of Figure 3 . However, when For each cell, the orientation distribution of pixels in the neuron is depolarized, it shows a robust hyperpolarthe local input region was calculated from the orientation ization in response to the same stimulus. This suggests angle map (in 22.5Њ bins). The dashed circles in Figures that in the resting condition, the membrane potential 2B, 2F, 3B, and 3F show the regions used in this analysis response to the orthogonal orientation is a composite for the four cells of Figures 2 and 3 . We characterized response, resulting from both excitatory and inhibitory these pixel distributions using the same indices (OSI synaptic inputs. Thus, the results from this analysis supand MI) that we used to characterize the tuning curves port the major result from the previous analysis of memof our neurons. Figures 5A-5D show the scatter plots brane potential tuning curves: neurons close to pinwheel of these measures for the local input region against centers receive synaptic inputs at all stimulus orientathose for the firing rate and membrane potential retions, whereas neurons far from pinwheel centers only sponses. It is noteworthy that the OSI values calculated receive synaptic inputs over a narrow range of orientafrom the local map do not overlap for the populations designated as pinwheel or domain (squares and circles, tions. contribute more heavily to selectivity near pinwheel cenremoved from the spike tuning curves. A simple explanaters. Thus, several possible mechanisms could account tion of the relationship between the selectivity of the for the tuning curves we observe. synaptic inputs and the map representation is that neurons sum inputs from the local network in a relatively linear fashion; the area of cortex representing a particuIntegration of Local Inputs and Orientation Selectivity lar orientation that lies within the local integration range of a neuron will determine the magnitude of the memAlthough our experiments do not directly address the generation of orientation selectivity in first-order thalabrane potential response to that orientation. However, for several reasons, it is unlikely that V1 neurons intemic-recipient cells, it is noteworthy that our major result holds for both simple and complex cells. In this respect, grate inputs entirely linearly. First, a look at our data reveals that the absolute magnitude of the maximum our results do not discriminate between models of the mechanism for the initial generation of orientation selecresponse is not different between pinwheel and orientation domain neurons (9.4 Ϯ 1.9mV versus 8.3 Ϯ 0.9mV), tivity in first-order thalamic-recipient V1 neurons. However, the majority of the response of simple cells ( 
